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Kevin
Hutson
Demo
Last month we had Kevin Hutson, from Brighton, demonstrating how to turn ‘square edged bowls and platters.
Kevin has been on the circuit for around 30 years so was
able to give us a good insight into marketing of wares for
those so inclined.
His work is in at least 25 galleries all around the country
and because of this he was unable to bring examples of
his work. Apparently it is all out there somewhere in the
big wide world.
I have, therefore, with his permission, taken shots from
his website so you can get an idea of the scope covered.

Unusual device brought in by John Chapman
Did you spot this on the table last month? ...and more to the point, do you know what it is? If not, you are
in good company as nobody else did either!!
John took it to
The Wood Fair
to ask ‘TATHS’.
Hopefully he will
return this month
with the answer
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Update on Proposed Audio/Visual System
Audio System sorted. We will be using
‘inhouse’ equipment with our own clip mike.
Visual System getting nearer. Wifi dismissed owing to technical limitations. We
now have to decide between dedicated
CCTV cameras and camcorders.
Former requires all the equipment as per
left but offers high quality image. We would
not be able to add existing small monitor for
demonstrator.
Camcorders go straight into splitter as
does small monitor but comparative quality
of image not known at present.
Bill is tearing his hair out with frustration at
our indecision , it is such small pleasures in
life that keeps me going.

System using dedicated
CCTV cameras
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Date of next Meeting:
Sunday 18th November
Xmas Decorations
and similar “girlie things”
by Maggie
plus ‘Hands-on’

